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Abstract

Objective: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of Doppler Ultrasonography in a tertiary care hospital, for the antenatal diagnosis of abnormal placental invasion secondary to placenta praevia, taking operative findings of caesarean section as gold standard.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional study carried out in the Department of Radiology, Liaquat National Hospital, Karachi, from 1st August 2013 to 31st July 2014. A total of 591 pregnant women (multipara) having placenta praevia were included in this study. The diagnosis of abnormal placental invasion was made by Doppler USG and compared with operative findings of caesarean section as gold standard. A predesigned pro forma was used to document findings. SPSS version 17 was used for all statistical analysis.

Results: Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value as well as accuracy of Doppler ultrasonography (USG) in the detection of abnormal placental invasion was found to be 84.8%, 93.9%, 91.8%, 88.5% and 89.95%, respectively.

Conclusion: Any persistent placenta praevia, will benefit from antenatal Doppler USG studies to identify abnormal utero-placental vascular flow patterns and these findings clearly aid in the management of this most challenging obstetric complication.
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Introduction

Placenta praevia has high risks of fetal and maternal complications, which are not only attributable to the location of placenta but is associated to a variable degree of uterine wall invasion by placental tissue. Antenatal diagnosis is imperative in order to prevent potentially fatal outcomes.

Placenta praevia is a fatal complication of pregnancy due to localisation of placenta in the lower segment of the uterus over or near the internal cervical os. Its incidence is 3 to 4.5 per 1000 pregnancies in Asian women. Women having placenta praevia are at a risk of foetal as well maternal adverse outcomes. Maternal adverse outcomes consist of postpartum haemorrhage and shock in 84% of women at the time of admission, with resultant increase in maternal morbidity and mortality. Whereas, foetal outcomes include still-birth, prematurity, and early neonatal death. These risks are not only attributable to the location of placenta but to the associated variable degrees of uterine wall invasion.
vasion (accreta, percreta and increta), Sect et al. found 64.7% and 52.3% rates of preterm birth and 24% and 29% of low birth weight in deep (placenta percreta and increta) and superficial (accreta) placenta invasion, respectively. Therefore, antenatal diagnosis is imperative in order to prevent these potentially fatal outcomes.

A number of diagnostic modalities have been used in the detection of antenatal diagnosis of placenta praevia and its various forms. These include trans-abdominal ultrasonography (USG), Doppler USG and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) among them Doppler USG is a popular technique due to its low cost, non-invasiveness and easy accessibility. Despite these advantages, the reliability of Doppler USG is variable, which is the subject of debate in literature. Lim et al. concluded that abnormal placenta invasion was identified in 67% of women. Warshak et al. accurately predicted placenta accrete in 77% and correctly ruled out in 96% of cases. Chou and colleagues have reported 82.4% sensitivity and 96.8% specificity of colour Doppler USG in the diagnose of placenta praevia accreta. Nonetheless, a large body of literature shows a questionable accuracy of this diagnostic modality when used alone and advised subsequent employment of MRI in order to correctly diagnose placental invasion. The use of MRI in a low socioeconomic country like Pakistan to diagnose abnormal placental invasion is not cost-effective, moreover, it is not easily accessible. Therefore, to a great extent, the diagnosis still relies on Doppler USG.

It has been reported that colour Doppler USG has a sensitivity between 82.4% and 100%, and a specificity between 92% and 96.8%. The expected prevalence of ultrasound in detecting abnormal placental invasion was 82%. Considering the life-threatening problem of foetal and maternal outcomes, this study was planned to determine the diagnostic accuracy of Doppler USG in antenatal diagnosis of abnormal placental invasion. If it is diagnosed at an early stage through this non-invasive and easily accessible technique, timely management can help prevent associated morbidity and mortality. Operative findings of caesarean section were taken as gold standard.

The objective of this study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of Doppler ultrasound in the antenatal diagnosis of abnormal placental invasion secondary to placenta praevia, taking operative findings of caesarean section as gold standard.

Patients and Methods

This cross-sectional study was carried out in Department of Radiology, Liaquat National Hospital Karachi from 1st August 2013 to 31st July 2014. This study was conducted after approval from College of Physicians and Surgeons of Pakistan. The procedure and purpose of the study was explained to all included women and informed consent was obtained. Pregnant women between 20 to 40 years of age with suspicion of placenta praevia were included in study, however, primigravida and complicated pregnancies like hypertension, diabetes mellitus and cardiac disease were excluded. Sampling technique was non-probability consecutive.

A total of 591 pregnant women, by convenience sampling, were included in this study, with suspicion of placenta praevia i.e history of painless bleeding starting after 28 week or spotting occurring earlier, history of pain and in some patients there were no symptoms only routine ultrasound showed the presence of placenta praevia. Each woman, after history-taking, underwent colour Doppler USG by the consultant sonologist (3 years post-fellowship experience). Doppler USG diagnosis was made after 26 weeks of gestation on the basis of any one the following features: (i) complete loss of retro-placental sonolucent zone; (2) thinning or disruption of hyperechoic uterine-bladder interface with abnormal blood vessels linking the placenta to the bladder; (3) sonolucent vascular lakes with turbulent flow; and (4) markedly dilated vessels over the peripheral sub-placental region. Later on, operative findings were recorded after caesarean section by a consultant gynaecologist. A pre-designed pro forma was used to record findings.
SPSS version 17 was used for all statistical analysis. Frequency and proportions were computed for categorical variable like parity, abnormal placental invasion on Doppler USG, abnormal placental invasion on surgery and diagnostic accuracy. Effect modifiers like age and parity was controlled by stratification. Applying Chi square test \( p=0.05 \) was taken as significant. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predicated values were also calculated.

### Results

A total of 591 pregnant women between 20-40 years of age with the suspicion of placenta praevia were enrolled in this study. The average age of the patients was 29.22 \( \pm 5.19 \) years. Out of 591 patients, 505 (85.45\%) patients were having <3 parity and 86 (14.55\%) had >3 parity. Doppler USG findings in detection of abnormal placental invasion were recorded and compared with operative findings taken as gold standard.

Out of a total of 591 women, abnormal placental invasion was found in 264 women on operative findings, while Doppler USG diagnosed it in 244 women. About 531 women had the same results on both Doppler USG and surgery, of which 224 cases were positive and 307 cases negative. In 40 surgically proven cases Doppler USG was negative (false -ve). There were 20 cases in which Doppler USG showed positive findings while surgical findings were negative (false +ve) (Fig). Thus, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of Doppler USG for detection of abnormal placental invasion were 84.8\%, 93.9\% and 89.9\%, respectively. Whereas
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Positive predictive value (PPV) was 91.8% and negative predictive value (NPV) 88.5%, (Table).

With respect to age groups, in women of age 30 years or less the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive value of Doppler USG in the detection of abnormal placental invasion was 86.0%, 93.2%, 89.7%, 92.5% and 87.3%, respectively. While in women of more than 30 years of age the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive value of Doppler USG in the detection of abnormal placental invasion was 82.6%, 94.7%, 90.1%, 90.5% and 89.9%, respectively.

On further stratification with respect to parity, in women with 2-3 parity, the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive value of Doppler USG in the detection of abnormal placental invasion was 83.6%, 93.9%, 88.97%, 92.7% and 86.0%, respectively. While in women with more than 3 parity the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive value of Doppler USG in the detection of abnormal placental invasion was 100.0%, 93.9%, 95.3%, 83.3% and 100.0%, respectively.

**Discussion**

Abnormal placental invasion is a potentially dangerous complication of pregnancy. Depending upon depth of invasion it is known as placenta accreta, increta and percreta. Among these, placenta accreta is the most common condition. There are numerous risk factors, the placenta praevia, prior uterine surgery, increased parity are reported as the most common and critical risk factors. Moreover, this is also associated with adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes. The most significant maternal outcomes include the postpartum haemorrhage and peri-partum hysterectomy. Important neonatal outcomes include preterm birth, low-birth weight, reduced 5-minute Apgar scores and the need for NICU admission and steroid administration. With the rising incidence of uterine surgery like caesarean section, the cases of placenta accreta have been on the rise as well.

Another study in southern Saudi Arabia by Maher et al. showed that ultrasonography accurately predicted placenta accreta in 33 of 39 of women. They reported sensitivity 95.1% and speci-
ficity 95.5%. As compared to our study, it showed higher sensitivity and specificity, may be because of demographic difference and also number of positive cases were very small (39) as compare to our study (264). However, they correctly ruled out placenta accreta in 512 of 514 without placenta accreta.

Pilloni et al.\textsuperscript{19} in a study using Doppler USG, diagnosed 30/37 women with placental attachment disorder (PAD) due to abnormal invasion, providing a sensitivity of 81.1%, a specificity of 98.9% (274/277) and PPV and NPV of 90.9% and 97.5%, respectively. In our study, the overall sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were 84.8%, 93.9%, 91.8% and 88.5%, respectively. As compared to our study they have reported significantly higher specificity and NPV, most likely because of smaller group and they have used two-criterion system.

According to Warshak et al.\textsuperscript{9} USG accurately predicted placenta accreta in 30 of 39 of women and correctly ruled out placenta accreta in 398 of 414 without placenta accreta (sensitivity: 77%, specificity: 96%). The high specificity could be because trans-vaginal USG was used while we used trans-abdominal USG.

MR imaging enabled the diagnosis of placenta accrete. In study by Maher et al.\textsuperscript{18}, out of 20 women who underwent MRI because of suspicion of placenta accreta by ultrasonography. Six were accurately predicted placenta accreta and 10 of 20 cases were correctly ruled out placenta accreta (sensitivity 85.7% and specificity 76.9%). Similarly, Warshak et al.\textsuperscript{9}, did MRI of 42 women because Doppler USG findings were suspicious or inconclusive and MRI accurately predicted placenta accreta in 23 of 26 cases with placenta accreta and correctly ruled out placenta accreta in 14 of 14 (sensitivity 88%, specificity 100%). A multicenter, cohort study by Dwyer et al.\textsuperscript{20} in which 32 women at risk of placenta accrete underwent both USG and MRI, reported sensitivity, specificity of Doppler USG 93%, 71% and MRI 80%, 65%, respectively. Some authors have suggested a two-stage protocol for evaluating women at a high risk of abnormal placental invasion, which uses Doppler USG first, and then MRI for cases with inconclusive ultrasound features\textsuperscript{9}. MRI is also recommended in suspicious cases of posterior placenta praevia. However, in this study MRI was not done.

The results of our study are comparable with international literature. Further stratification of data with respect of age and parity shows higher sensitivity, accuracy and negative predictive value of Doppler USG (100.0%, 95.3% and 100.0%, respectively) in women with >3 parity, however, no significant difference noted with age.

There are many studies related to this common topic, however studies from our local institute were lacking, hence this study was conducted. The strength of our study is that it directly compared the accuracy of Doppler USG with operative findings. Furthermore, the stratification of data shows higher sensitivity and specificity in multipara women. The limitation of our study is that it is limited to one centre, therefore results cannot be generalised. A multicentre study with a larger number of patients would be necessary to make this feasible. However, this study will add in the local database which will be further helpful for treatment and management protocol. Another limitation is that convenience sampling was done and sample size calculation was not done, prior to starting this study. However, future multicentre studies will hopefully rectify this limitation with appropriate sample size calculation.

**Conclusion**

This study emphasises that any persistent placenta praevia, must benefit from antenatal Doppler ultrasound studies to identify abnormal utero-placental vascular flow patterns and these findings clearly aid in the management of this most challenging obstetric complication.
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